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Congratulations! You've Found the Ultimate Guide to New Zealand Travel!You are super lucky to be

going to New Zealand, and this guide will let you know all of the coolest things to do, see, and eat

around the country, including popular destinations like the North Island, South Island, Auckland,

Wellington, Lake Taupo, Christchurch, and Queenstown.Why You Need 101 Coolest Things to Do

in New ZealandThis New Zealand guide will give you the lowdown on:the very best things to shove

in your pie hole, whether thatâ€™s copious amount of wine from the classic wine trail, or crayfish

fresh from the oceanthe best shopping so that you can take a little piece of New Zealand back

home with you, whether thatâ€™s from a local flea market or a glass blowing studioincredible

festivals, whether you want to party all night in the mountains, or youâ€™d prefer to chow down at

an oysters festivalthe most thrilling outdoor activities, such as white water rafting on a raging river or

snowboarding in the mountainsthe coolest historical and cultural sights that you simply cannot afford

to miss like a Maori buried village and contemporary art galleries in Aucklandwhere to party like

someone from New Zealand and get down with the localsand tonnes more coolness besides!Get

Your Copy NOW!Tags: New Zealand Travel Guide, New Zealand Holidays, New Zealand Tours,

Budget Travel in New Zealand, Backpacking New Zealand Australasia, New Zealand Activities,

New Zealand Accommodation, Wellington, Auckland, Queenstown, Christchurch
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Shame on me; I fell for a scam. I was surprised that this book had no "Look Inside" button but given

all the rave reviews and the low price I just clicked the Buy button and moved on. Upon receiving it, I

find it's nothing more than a tiny pamphlet with a pretty cover. The contents consist of 101

numbered paragraphs with the kind of descriptions that you would find on the back of any decent

tourist map. There is no apparent order to these paragraphs, no photos, no maps, or any other

content. The Ã¢Â€ÂœbookÃ¢Â€Â• doesnÃ¢Â€Â™t even have page numbers.So what about all those

rave reviews? There is no way I can know for certain, but all the evidence points to paid shills. Here

are the clues: (1) A useless book with all 5-star reviews and not a single negative comment is

suspicious to begin with. Of course, there are *just* enough 4-star reviews to give just a hint of

credibility.(2) All of the reviews appear to be written by people who are not native speakers of

English. Read a few and youÃ¢Â€Â™ll see what I mean: missing articles, adjective-noun pairs that

no English speaker would combine, and other clues abound.(3) None of the reviews has any real

content. All of them could have been written without reading much more than the title. Yes, they all

ordered the book so they are all Verified Purchases, but there is no suggestion in the reviews that

the books were ever opened.(4) Every one of the Ã¢Â€ÂœreviewersÃ¢Â€Â• has the profile of a shill.

Each of them has given only 5-star reviews to the books they reviewed, with just enough 4-star

reviews to make them appear to be actual reviewers. All of their reviews follow the same pattern:

universal praise in vague generalities that give no hint of comprehension or evaluation of the

content.There are more clues, but that should be enough to convince you to avoid this book. If you

*do* buy it, *please* leave an honest review, whether you like it or not, to help all of us combat the

scamming that is now taking place on .

There are lots of amazing place one must visit and enjoy and I think if you have interest in the

stories behind the caves and glow worms, this museum is the best place to go. Here, you will learn

how caves are formed and sustained, the differences in ecosystems, and the cultivation of the local

glow worms. There is no entrance fee for most of the expeditions in the museum. It was interesting

to know that Wellington is New Zealand's capital city and the third most populous urban area of the

country.

It seems like 14 days will be hardly enough time to spend in NZ after drooling over all there is to do.

Has a lot of specific information about New Zealand and I learned about places to see. It was helpful

to focus on the areas we are going to. However, it would be more useful if we could take it with us,

but we can't since it's a library book. We are trying to travel light, which may hamper our info we



have while on the trip.

New Zealand is the excellent place of the world. If you want to travel New Zealand, you can follow

the book. Here you will get proper guidelines to travel properly. Hope the book will help you to know

excellent and wonderful place of New Zealand. You will know historical places of New Zealand by

reading the book.

The guide to visit New Zealand with its cool environment will make the reader more interested even

to visit the festival sites that have been mentioned in this book, not forgetting the guide on the

proper accommodation and the eating places like hotels to take care of the nice meals.

In this book, you can find out about the very best things to shove in your pie hole, the best

shopping, incredible festivals, the most thrilling outdoor activities, the coolest historical and cultural

sights.

My family is planning to visit New Zealand this coming November and my mom ask me to find

information and travel guidelines so that we can enjoy our vacation in this country, a friend of mine

told me about this book and I purchase it right away, in this book you will learn all the good

destinations and good hotels, restaurant and night life as well in New Zealand. It is indeed a very

good travel guidebook and I highly recommend it to all the people who are visiting New Zealand for

the first time.

I've always wanted to go there. And this year, I am planning to have a vacation in New Zealand.

And so my friend sent me this book as a gift to give me an idea more about in New Zealand. Thanks

to her because I got a chance to read it. And overall, this book give me an insightful guidance about

New Zealand.
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